434	IRRIGATION
2.	Egypt.   In Egypt, nature makes it remarkably easy to practice irri-
gation on a large scale.   The White Nile, or main stream, comes from
three of the great lakes of Central Africa which serve as reservoirs and
give a large supply of water at all seasons.   The Blue Nile and the Atbara
come from the highlands of Abyssinia and are subject to great floods
which cause the river to overflow its banks during the summer.   Thus
at that season the river not only waters the land without exertion on
the part of the farmers, but in addition fertilizes the fields with rich allu-
vium.   In order to equalize the flow of water and make irrigation possible
at all seasons the great Assuan Dam has been built.
A voyage up the narrow lake above the dam on a steamer bound for
Wadi Khalfa is most interesting. On each side steep cliffs rise hundreds
of feet to the plateau of the Sahara Desert. For the most part they are
black or dark brown, but here and there a golden cascade seems to be
pouring over them. It is sand swept forward from the desert by the wind.
At the base of the cliffs, close to the water, one frequently sees lines of
flat-roofed mud houses. "What are they here for?" one asks. "How
can all those people get a living with nothing but water on one side of
them and cliffs and desert on the other?" But come in the summer or
fall and you will see. At that time the water behind the dam is gradually
drawn off to irrigate the fields of Egypt. When a narrow strip of the
lake floor is laid bare by the retreating water, the villages close by plant
it at once. When the lake has disappeared and there is only a river the
whole lake floor has been planted. In that hot climate the crops ripen
before the dam is closed again.
3.	Some of India's Irrigation Projects.   In India one single irrigation
project on the Chenab, a tributary of the Indus, waters 2,500,000 acres
and supports a million people.  The British government built the Chejiab
Canal to increase the production of grain, vainly hoping thus to relieve
the severe overcrowding elsewhere in India.  Before any land was assigned
to settlers the fields, streets, and village sites were all laid out in what was
then a desert.   Places for the post office, bazaars, and government offices
were assigned, and everything was ready.   Then 800,000 people poured
in within eight years.   The canal cost 9 million dollars, and today the
crops each year are worth about 12 million.  Since ancient times southern
India has been full of "tanks" or small ponds built for irrigation where
little valleys have been dammed to hold the water of streams that are in
many cases temporary.   In recent decades all sorts of clever schemes
have been devised for bringing water from places where it is plentiful to
those where it is scarce.   For instance, the Cardamom Mountains at the
southern end of the western Ghats receive 80 or 100 inches o£ rain and
the plains to the east only 20 or 30.  Accordingly, the Periyar River drain-

